The Shape Memory Phenomenon: An Intrinsic Feature of Materials after Programming
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Naturally, all materials are able to respond to some particular stimuli via changing their one or more chemical/physical properties accordingly. Among these properties, the ability for shape change can be harnessed for motion and/or force generation. There are two basic ways to respond to the present of the right stimulus (such as heating/cooling, light, chemical/solvent etc), one is spontaneous (either instantly in an elastic manner or gradually in a viscous-elastic fashion), while the other requires additional driving force by means of applying the right external stimulus to trigger recovery back to the original shape. Correspondingly, the former phenomenon is called the Shape Change Effect (SCE), while the latter is called the Shape Memory Effect (SME) [1,2].

Although the SCE has been well-known long time ago and has been utilized in various applications for years, until now, the SME is seemingly still considered as a surprise phenomenon observable only in some particular materials. Is the SME a unique phenomenon of some particular materials or an intrinsic feature of materials?

While the term of SME was most likely coined after the phenomenon was observed in AuCd in 1932, heat shrinkable polymer (heating-responsive SME) has actually been used well before this term emerged [3]. On the other hand, in addition to conventional Shape Memory Materials (SMMs), (e.g., shape memory alloy (SMA), in which there are some strict crystal symmetry conditions [4,5], shape memory polymer (SMP), Shape Memory Gel (SMG), shape memory ceramic (SMC)) [3,6,7], various other mechanisms have been reported to achieve the SME in a range of conventional materials. For instance, collapse of dislocation loops during annealing causes the disappearance of an indent atop a zinc crystal [8]; molecular simulation reveals the SME in metal nanowires [9]; utilizing silicone and wax, in which silicone severs as the elastic matrix and wax as the transition inclusion, the SME has been reported in the resulted hybrid [3].

According to the working mechanisms proposed in [2], all polymeric materials have the heating-responsive and chemo-responsive SME. Furthermore, the SME may be extended into many other materials according to some generic working mechanisms reported in [10]. For examples, we can realize the heating-responsive SME in solder and melting glue [2]; cooling- and water-responsive SME in a hybrid made of Poloxamer 407 gel and elastic sponge [11].

Now, in addition to our previous understanding that the SME requires a programming process to setup a temporary shape [12], we may apply some generic working mechanisms to enable the SME in a material (hence the SME may be considered as an intrinsic feature of materials), to design a SMM with the required feature(s), and to optimize the performance of a particular SMM.

Given above seemingly new features, we expect to see even greater impact that the shape memory phenomenon will bring forward to our life, not only for actuation as in traditional applications, but also as a new fabrication technique and even a reliable compact sensor.
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